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§ 248:93. Drafting checklist

The following checklist enumerates information that should be collected to draft a memorandum of understanding for use in
connection with the formation of a joint venture.

 
1. General

 1.1. Include the names and addresses of the parties to the proposed transaction.

 1.2. Do the parties intend for the memorandum to be binding or non-binding? See clause to Master Form at § 248:92.

 • A nonbinding memorandum should include an introductory statement that the purpose of the memorandum is
to set forth nonbinding understandings of the parties with respect to the terms of the transaction. The terms of the
transaction should be distinguished from binding terms (e.g., by using numbered paragraphs for the nonbinding
terms and lettered paragraphs for the binding terms) and be introduced by a statement that the statement of terms
is not intended to be enforceable.

 • A binding memorandum should include an introductory statement that the purpose of the memorandum is to
set forth the binding agreement of the parties with respect to the terms of the transaction. The description of
the terms of the transaction should be introduced by a statement that the statement of terms is intended to be
enforceable even if no definitive agreement is reached.

 
2. Terms of Transaction

 2.1. Provide for the formation and organization of the joint venture company. See clause to Master Form at § 248:72.

 • The memorandum should include the name of the company, the type of entity, and the jurisdiction in which
the entity will be formed. See clause to Master Form at § 248:72.

 2.2. Describe the purposes of the joint venture. See clause to Master Form at § 248:73.

 2.3. Specify the anticipated term of the joint venture. See clause to Master Form at § 248:74.

 2.4. Identify the respective interests of the parties in the assets, liabilities, and profits and losses of the joint venture.
See clause to Master Form at § 248:75.
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 • Provision should also be made for the creation and maintenance of separate capital accounts for each party.
See clause to Master Form at § 248:75.

 2.5. Describe the capital contributions to be made by each of the parties. See clause to Master Form at § 248:76.

 • In some cases, procedures are included for determining when and how additional capital contributions will be
made to the joint venture.

 2.6. Provide for the creation and operation of a managing board for the joint venture. See clause to Master Form at
§ 248:77.

 • The memorandum should cover the composition of the managing board, as well as the various matters to be
considered and approved by the managing board.

 2.7. Include procedures for the appointment of officers for the joint venture. See clause to Master Form at § 248:78.

 • In most cases, the initial chief executive officer of the joint venture will either be identified in the memorandum,
or specific procedures will be included for selecting a chief executive officer.

 2.8. Provide for the preparation of an annual budget and strategic plan for the joint venture. See clause to Master
Form at § 248:79.

 • A strategic plan should be prepared on an annual basis and reviewed and approved by the managing board.

 2.9. Which actions will require the unanimous consent of both parties? See clause to Master Form at § 248:80. In
general, these are material matters such as:

 • A sale of the company,

 • A change in the size of the managing board, and

 • The issuance of ownership interests to third parties.

 2.10. Provide for preparation and delivery of periodic financial reports regarding operations of the joint venture. See
clause to Master Form at § 248:81.

 2.11. Include restrictions on the transfer of ownership interests by the parties. See clause to Master Form at § 248:82.

 • Typically, parties are restricted from selling their interests in the joint venture without first offering to sell to
the other party.

 2.12. Consider the need to provide for termination of the agreement prior to the specified term. See clause to Master
Form at § 248:83.

 • In general, a party will have the right to terminate the joint venture upon the occurrence of a material breach
by the other party or an event that threatens the financial stability of the other party.
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 • In some cases, a non-breaching party will have the right to elect to either dissolve the joint venture company
or purchase the interest of the breaching party.

 2.13. Are there to be any specific conditions on the obligations of one or both of the parties to proceed with the
formation of a joint venture? See clause to Master Form at § 248:84.

 • In some cases, a party may condition its obligations upon acceptance of a strategic plan and/or assurances that
all government approvals will be available to operate the joint venture as planned.

 
3. Certain Covenants and Restrictions

 3.1. Include customary binding covenants and restrictions relating to the following matters:

 (a) Good faith negotiations by the parties to complete a definitive agreement. See clause to Master Form at §
248:86.

 (b) Exclusive Dealing. See clause to Master Form at § 248:87.

 (c) Access to information (i.e., due diligence). See clause to Master Form at § 248:88.

 • In some cases, the due diligence period will be limited to an agreed number of days following execution
of the memorandum of understanding.

 (d) Expenses. See clause to Master Form at § 248:89.

 (e) Timing and content of public disclosures regarding the memorandum and the proposed transaction. See clause
to Master Form at § 248:90.

 3.2. What is to be the termination date for the memorandum of understanding? What rights, if any, will either of
the parties have to terminate the memorandum prior to the designated termination date? See clause to Master Form
at § 248:91.

 3.3. Include a provision regarding the binding effect of the memorandum of understanding. See clause to Master
Form at § 248:92.

 • If the memorandum is nonbinding, these provisions should state that the parties do not intend to be bound
until definitive agreements have been completed and that no obligations are created by the memorandum of
understanding.

 • If the memorandum is binding, these provisions should confirm that the parties intend to be found even if no
definitive agreement is reached.

 
4. Client and Transaction Information

 4.1. Name of Client: [name of client]

 4.2. Client Contact: [name of client contact]
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 4.3. Date of Interview: [date of interview]

 4.4. Opposite Parties: [names of opposite parties]

 4.5. Other: [other]
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